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1. Introduction 

This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides 

market salary data for the following role(s):  

 

• Commercial Director 
 
 

2. Market salary data 
This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources 

of information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the 

widest possible assessment of the market for this role.  

 

2.1. Market data 

The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time 

Commercial Director. 

 

 

2.1.1. Official earnings data  

The data provided below is based on the Government’s latest Annual Survey of Hours and 

Earnings (ASHE), for April 2019. This survey, conducted by the Office for National Statistics, 

provides a snapshot of earnings each April and is based on a 1% sample of National Insurance 

numbers. ASHE is considered a reliable source of official earnings data.  

 

The following table details the median and average UK gross annual pay for full time employees 

in the closest-matched occupational category. It also provides information on the annual 

percentage change which can be an indicator of labour market pressures.  

  



 
 

 

Annual pay - Gross (£)1 - For full-time employee jobs: United Kingdom, 2020 

Description Code2 
No. of jobs 

(000s) 
Median  Average  

Chief executives and senior 

officials 111 83 81,838 122,357 

Source: Table 14.7a, ASHE 2020. 

 

 
2.1.2. NHS data 

In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover 

comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff, is the largest employer in the UK and as 

such plays a key role in influencing the market for many non-medical roles, particularly in 

education, given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS. 

 

Commercial Directors in the NHS are typically employed on a band 9. The current salary range 

is £91,004 - £104,927 respectively a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the South 

East/South. 

 

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements: 

• Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,474 and a 

maximum payment of £6,892; 

• Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,786 and a 

maximum payment of £4,824; 

• Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,037 and a maximum 

payment of £1,793. 

  

 
1 Gross pay excludes bonuses but includes basic pay, shift premium payments, overtime pay, paid 
leave, maternity pay, sick pay and other pay. 
2 Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes are a coding system used to classify occupations. A 
four-digit SOC indicates the closest occupational match. Three digits cover a slightly broader job 
group, while two and one-digit codes are broader still. 



 
 

 

2.1.3. IDR data 

The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our online database of salary 

information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers through surveys and 

bespoke data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service. 3 

 

Operations and Sales Director, whole economy, job level 103 

Job level Company 
count 

Lower 
quartile 

Median Upper 
quartile 

Average 

Level 10 27 £96,938 £104,900 £120,547 £112,086 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 
 
 

2.1.4. Recruitment data 

Programme Director, change and development, North East England 

 Range £pa Typical £pa 
Large organisation 80,000-100,000 80,000 

Source: Hay Salary Survey Guide 2020. 
 

1.1.1. Other data sources 

Commercial Director, rank 0 

Selection Criteria Lower 
Decile 

Lower 
Quartile Median Upper 

Quartile 
Upper 
Decile 

National Range £62,844 £79,062 £101,362 £130,757 £187,519 

Industry: Public 
Administration £64,729 £81,434 £104,403 £134,679 £193,145 

Industry: Charity and 
Welfare £52,789 £66,412 £85,144 £109,836 £157,516 

Source: Commercial survey 
 

3 Refers to the IDR Job Level. These typically cover the following types of roles: 1 and 2, admin, 
support and manual roles; 3 and 4, secretarial and craft roles; 5 and 6, vocational and supervisory; 7 
and 8, professional and managerial; 9, senior management; 10a and 10b, directors; 11, senior 
directors/chief executives. 



 
 

 

Commercial Manager, rank 1 

Selection Criteria Lower 
Decile 

Lower 
Quartile Median Upper 

Quartile 
Upper 
Decile 

National Range £54,315 £64,122 £75,438 £91,280 £113,158 

Industry: Public Administration £47,254 £55,786 £65,631 £79,414 £98,447 

Industry: Charity and Welfare £53,772 £63,481 £74,684 £90,368 £112,026 

Source: Commercial survey 
  



 
 

 

 

3. Job advertisements 

This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions. 

 

3.1. Data and summary 

Commercial Director– advertised positions summary 

 Minimum Maximum 

Average £82,712 £97,129 

 

Commercial Director - job advertisements 

Ref ID Organisation Job title Min Max 

ID126 NHS Blood and Transplant Commercial Director £91,004 £104,927 

ID127 Food Service Company Commercial Director £130,000 £130,000 

ID128 Staffordshire University 

Director of Business and 

Enterprise 
£72,689 £77,104 

ID129 Barbraham Institution Commercialisation Manager £53,000 £70,000 

ID130 Infrastructure Consultancy Commercial Director £70,000 £80,000 

ID131 Media Business Commercial Director £85,000 £95,000 

ID132 Waste and Recycling Company Commercial Director £80,000 £100,000 

ID133 Sub-Contactor Commercial Director £80,000 £120,000 

 

3.2. Job advertisements 

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.  



 

  

 
NHS Blood and Transplant  
Commercial Director 

 



 

   

 



Welcome message from Rob Bradburn – Finance Director 
  
This is an exciting opportunity to bring your professional skills to a highly respected organisation and                
contribute to the fantastic things that we do every day. 
  
NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) is a Special Health Authority in England and Wales and accountable                
to the Scottish and Northern Ireland Health Departments for providing UK wide services in support of Organ                 
Donation and Transplantation. Our mission is to “Save and Improve Lives” through providing a safe,               
reliable and efficient supply of blood, solid organs, stem cells, tissues and related therapeutic and               
diagnostic services. We are operationally autonomous, with a highly visible public face, and a critical               
component of the healthcare system in the UK.  
  
The Finance Directorate covers finance, procurement, estates and facilities and commercial contract            
management. In all areas we are acknowledged for the support we provide, to all of our businesses, in                  
support of defining and delivering their ambitious strategies. The objective of the commercial function is to                
secure a safe and secure supply of the goods and services required by NHSBT’s businesses whilst                
providing value for money and ensuring compliance with public sector procurement regulations. 
  
We are seeking someone who can provide a strong and visible commercial presence to our Board and                 
senior team as well as confident leadership to a team of around 30 commercial and procurement                
professionals. We would like you to balance the desire for innovation and solution development with the                
need to comply with public sector procurement law. We want someone proactive, collaborative and outward               
looking, with an international perspective in managing supply chain risk and engaging with related              
organisations across the world.  
  
If you are looking for an opportunity to challenge yourself and shape the future direction and impact of a                   
leading scientific and healthcare organisation, then we would love to hear from you. 

  
Please visit our website at http://www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/ for more information. 

 
  

 

http://www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/
http://www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/


About Us 
 
NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT) is a Special Health Authority dedicated to saving and improving lives.                
We are an essential part of the NHS providing a wide range of services making the most of absolutely every                    
donation – from blood and organs to tissues and stem cells; plus our role in manufacture and supply of                   
Special Medicines and Advanced Therapy Medical Products. Few organisations have the ability to reach so               
many, delivering the best possible service to patients, donors and the NHS. The range of our work                 
providing diagnostic and therapeutic services, organ donation & transplantation, and blood supply,            
demands that our operations are world class, providing a safe, reliable and efficient supply across the UK                 
by working seamlessly with an unparalleled range of stakeholders including government, volunteers, the             
health sector and academia.  

We were formed in 2005 by bringing together the National Blood Service and UK Transplant. We are now                  
one of the largest and most effective organisations of its type in the world.  

We employ over 5,400 people across the UK, with total revenue of over £427 million, delivering blood, and                  
blood-based therapies across England; Diagnostic and Therapeutic services globally; and organ donation            
and supply services for the whole of the UK.  

We stand for helping ordinary people do something extraordinary, saving and improving the lives of others                
with their valuable donations.  

To achieve this, we:  

• collect and process over 1.57 million units of blood and platelets annually to ensure a constant 
supply of blood to hospitals from 5,500 donors giving blood every day;  

• make possible some 9,300 organ and cornea transplants every year;  
• retrieve and store other tissues like skin and bone ready for patient use;  
• manufacture a range of specialist CE marked blood grouping reagents; 
• manufacture a range of advanced therapy medicinal products; 
• manufacture and supply serum eyedrops – a Special Medicine;  
• provide a number of related services such as solid organ tissue typing and cord blood banking;  
• provide apheresis services directly to patients;  
• manage the NHS Organ Donor Register (which currently has nearly 25 million names) and the 

British Bone Marrow Registry;  
• support a significant research and development programme operated in partnership with a number 

of the UK's leading universities; and  
• provide expert advice to other NHS organisations, the Department of Health, Ministers and devolved 

administrations.  
 

In 2019/20, our donors provided:  

• 1.38 million units of blood,  
• 4,800 organs,  
• 7,500 tissue donations, and  
• 503 banked cord blood units. 

  
In performing this essential activity, we engage with millions of people throughout the country and connect                
directly with more people on a daily basis than any other single part of the NHS. In addition to supplying the                     
lifesaving products that are needed by NHS patients we are immensely proud that our activities support the                 
incredible altruism and generosity of donors and bring communities together across the country.  

To find out more, please click here to go to our website to view videos which explore the journey of donors.  

  

 

https://www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/how-you-can-help/get-involved/download-digital-materials/organ-donation-videos/


Diversity & Inclusion 
We are passionate about creating an inclusive workplace that promotes and values diversity. We              
know through experience that different ideas, perspectives and backgrounds create a stronger and             
more creative work environment and help towards making NHSBT a great place to work for everyone.                
We welcome applications irrespective of people's age, disability, sex, gender identity and gender             
expression, race or ethnicity, religion or belief, sexual orientation, neuro-diversity or other personal             
circumstances. We are particularly keen to hear from those currently under-represented in the             
organisation. We are committed to policies and procedures that ensure that all applicants are treated               
fairly and consistently at every stage of the recruitment process, including the consideration of              
reasonable adjustments for people who have a disability. If you would like an informal conversation,               
please do get in touch with the recruiting manager as listed on the advert. 

 

Our Equality Standards  
 
NHSBT promotes and supports the use of a range of flexible working patterns to enable employees to 
balance home and work responsibilities, and as a Disability Confident employer, we positively welcome 
applications from people with a disability or impairment. We are committed to making reasonable 
adjustments to ensure that they can participate fully in the recruitment and selection process so please 
specify these in your application. 
 
We offer a guaranteed interview scheme for all disabled applicants who provide evidence of meeting               
the minimum essential requirements necessary for the post, as set out in this applicant pack. 

 



To support our Public Sector Equality Duty, we participate in external monitoring standards which              
hold us accountable for improving workforce diversity and equality. These are the Workforce Race              
Equality Standard and the Stonewall Workplace Equality Index. 

 
Our organisational accreditations include:  
 

○ Disability Confident Employer 
○ Stonewall Diversity Champion  
○ Mindful Employer  

 
Workforce Race Equality Standard 

The NHS England 'Workforce Race Equality Standard' (WRES) requires all NHS organisations to             
measure, demonstrate and publish their annual race equality improvements for each of the WRES              
indicators. 

The national focus on these nine aspects of workforce race equality provides a great opportunity for                
NHS organisations to work together on specific interventions and to share good practice. 

Staff Networks 
 
We have staff-run networks helping to promote an inclusive culture at NHS Blood and Transplant. 

Our Women's Network, LGBT+ Network, BAME Network and Disability and Health scheme use the              
skills and resources of colleagues to add value to our organisation. Further information can be found                
here. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stonewall_Workplace_Equality_Index
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/disability-confident-guidance-for-levels-1-2-and-3/level-2-disability-confident-employer
https://www.stonewall.org.uk/diversity-champions-programme
https://www.dpt.nhs.uk/mindful-employer
https://www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/who-we-are/our-staff/#networks
https://www.nhsbt.nhs.uk/who-we-are/our-staff/#networks


 

 

The Role 
We are looking for a Commercial Director with exceptional leadership skills as well as strong interpersonal                
and negotiating ability, to be able to develop and lead high performing teams, acting as an advocate for                  
change. 

This is a long established, complex and challenging environment and the successful candidate will need to                
be confident in making decisions effectively and decisively, as well as the ability to establish trust with the                  
team and stakeholders. 

With responsibility for the overall management of a budget of £180m, you will be accountable for the                 
delivery of a wide range of commercial services to NHSBT and will be the key point of contact within the                    
organisation for all commercial matters.  
  
You will set the direction for the commercial function and ensure that the service is aligned with our                  
corporate strategy and those of our constituent businesses. You will oversee commercial policy, practice              
and compliance and be a point of guidance on all commercial related matters. You will be an excellent                  
forward-thinking leader, and someone with an understanding of, and curiosity and interest in, NHSBT’s              
businesses. 
  
You will be highly proactive in nature, working with NHSBT’s leadership team to bring vision and innovative                 
thinking to how the commercial function participates in the delivery of business needs, including              
consideration of collaborative opportunities and thinking around market expansion and supplier           
development. 
  
You will own the accountability for developing and maintaining NHSBT’s “procure to pay” process, and the 
associated systems that support tendering/contracting, i-procurement, order and delivery and warehousing. 
This will involve applying a continuous improvement and lean mindset to the development of NHSBT 
 



processes to improve control, effectiveness and the experience of users looking to buy products and 
services. This may also include the need to lead and support the development and/or replacement of key 
systems and considering opportunities for shared services and outsourcing as NHSBT’s lead in the case of 
governmental and/or departmental initiatives in this area. 
  
You will also be highly collaborative, working with other blood services in the UK and across the world in 
both developing opportunities, but also in identifying and managing the risks in our complex and global 
supply chains. 
 

Key Responsibilities  
 

● Designing, developing and implementing NHSBT’s overarching commercial strategy; 
● Leading, coaching and managing a team of professionals to operate as highly valued business              

partners to the operational and corporate services of NHSBT; 
● Raising the profile and level of commercial skills within the business, embedding common standards              

and maintaining awareness of the legal environment around public sector procurement and            
associated government and departmental spending rules; 

● Working with key business leaders in developing specific strategies for the procurement of NHSBT’s              
key consumables / services and major projects; 

● Strengthening links with stakeholders through working proactively with government and          
departmental commercial functions, the devolved governments and their associated procurement          
functions and blood services, as well as worldwide blood services; 

● Leading the management of supply risk across NHSBT through management of the supporting team              
and overseeing that NHSBT’s procurement and supply activity is appropriately assessed for risk and              
with effective mitigating actions are in place; 

● Developing and maintaining NHSBT’s “procure to pay” process, and the associated systems that             
support tendering/contracting, i-procurement, order and delivery and warehousing; 

● Developing and maintaining a series of performance measures for the commercial function’s activity,             
producing regular monitoring to support corporate business planning and reporting and performance            
management; and 

● Responsibility for the overall management of the commercial budget, to ensure it is not exceeded,               
and to significantly influence the long-term financial stability of NHSBT. 

 

The Person 
Above all else, you will be expected to display the NHSBT values:  

● Caring – We care about our donors, their families, the patients we serve, and our people.  
● Expert – We are expert at meeting the needs of those who use and operate our service.  
● Quality– We provide quality products, services and experiences for donors, patients and 

colleagues.  

You will also be able to demonstrate the following skills & experience: 

 
● Experience of managing a complex portfolio of contracts in a substantial, challenging, complex and 

dynamic public or private sector organisation; 
● Experience of working at board level and capable of engaging effectively with the business to deliver 

the right outcomes and building effective key senior stakeholder relationships within complex 
organisations; 

 



● Technical understanding of public sector procurement and regimes as well as up to date knowledge 
of procurement directives legislation and practise; 

● Evidence of leading transformational strategic change; 
● Qualified to MCIPS level and a Master’s level qualification or equivalent experience; 
● Strong leadership skills, with experience of creating, leading & managing effective multi-site teams; 
● Expert negotiator, with the ability to influence others in order to deliver results; 
● Excellent verbal and written communication skills with the ability to impart financial issues clearly to 

a variety of audiences as well as the ability to communicate the realities and possibilities of 
procurement to non-technical stakeholders; 

● Enthusiastic, self-motivated and results driven with a flexible, proactive approach to complexity. Able 
to evidence confidence in dealing with conflict; and 

● The ability to champion diversity & inclusion and the commitment to developing diverse and 
inclusive teams that are motivated and inspired to work together to achieve a common objective. 

 
 

Terms of Appointment 
 
Salary: Band 9 - £91,004 - £104,927 per annum plus HCAS where applicable 
Car/car allowance: Lease car scheme available – subject to eligibility criteria 
Pension: NHS pension scheme 
Holidays: 27 - 33 days (depending on service) plus 8 statutory holidays 
Location: Flexible location with the requirement to travel to Bristol on a regular basis 
 
 

Selection Process 
 
Applications will be reviewed by a panel who will look at the Qualifications, Skills and Experience 
provided in the submitted CVs and supporting statements. Please note, your application must provide 
evidence of the skills & experience, as outlined in ‘The Person’ section of this pack, to be progressed to the 
next stage. 
 
First Stage Interview/assessment 
Candidates successful at the review stage may be invited to attend a first stage interview/assessment. 
 
Final Panel Interview 
Interviews will be held remotely via video-link. 
 

How to Apply 
Candidates should apply for this role through the NHS Jobs Website. 
 
Click on the ‘apply’ button and follow the instructions to upload a CV and Supporting Statement (max. 750 
words). 
 
The closing date for applications is 23:59 18 March. 
 

Twenty Seven Consulting is acting as an advisor to NHSBT on this appointment. For further information 
about the role, please contact Hello@twentysevenconsulting.co.uk. 
 
GDPR personal data notice According to GDPR guidelines, we are only able to process your Sensitive 
Personal Data (racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union 
membership, genetic data, biometric data, health, sex life, or sexual orientation) with your express 

 

mailto:Hello@twentysevenconsulting.co.uk


Consent. You will be asked to confirm consent in your application form, and please do not include any 
Sensitive Personal Data within your CV (although this can be included in your covering letter if you wish to 
do so), remembering also not to include contact details for referees without their prior agreement. 
 

Key Dates 
 

 

 

Closing Date 18 March 

Longlist w/c 22 March 

First Stage Assessment 25 March to 1 April 

Shortlist & Psychometric assessment 5 April 

Panel Interview w/c 12 or 19 April 
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Director of Business and Enterprise

Staffordshire University - School of Law, Policing and Forensics

Location: Stoke-on-Trent
Salary: £72,689 to £77,104 per

annum
Hours: Full Time
Contract Type: Permanent

Placed On: 25th March 2021
Closes: 23rd April 2021
Job Ref: LPF-20-13

Apply

Campus: Stoke Campus

Who is Staffordshire University? 

Staffordshire University is an award-winning institution with over 100 years’ experience in delivering excellent higher
education. Our main Stoke-on-Trent campus is located in the heart of the UK, with Centres of Excellence located in
the towns of Stafford and Shrewsbury.

After a highly successful year in 2019, which included entering THE World University rankings for the first time,
securing TEF Gold, and climbing in all the league tables, our University has constantly expanded its physical presence
through new and industry-leading building developments and facilities. Looking towards our 2030 strategy, we are now
transforming specific business processes to improve the student experience and integrate a wider feeling of inclusion
and safety for our on-campus community.

About the role 

Responsible for strategic and operational leadership of the School, and our commercial development, you will make a
tangible positive impact in our School of Law, Policing and Forensics. Financial probity, good governance and
meticulous use of data: you will ensure we deliver all these things and more, while proactively promoting
entrepreneurship and innovation. 

As we develop and deliver the School business plan, you will make a valuable contribution, ensuring that it aligns to
the University’s ambitious strategy. Thanks to your diligence, we will know that business planning is robust, effective
and driven by data, and that we are set up to meet the future needs of business and industry. You will enjoy a varied
remit - from identifying and evaluating risks and priorities for the efficient use of resources, through to helping the
University develop commercial opportunities. Crucially, you will build collaborative relationships with partners and
employers, to support the creation of opportunities for students. 

Whether gained in industry, the public or the higher education sector, you will bring to the role a successful track
record of leadership and management - from setting and influencing key performance metrics, to driving innovation
and enterprise, leading through change, and fostering strong working relationships. A highly skilled communicator with

https://www.jobs.ac.uk/search/employer/staffordshire-university
https://jobs.staffs.ac.uk/Vacancy.aspx?ref=LPF20-13
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Search...

 Search results

Financial Services >  Director >  Commercial Director > Job details

Commercial Director
Posted 11 March by Rowan Sales Easy Apply

Role: Commercial Director

Remuneration: Generous package + bonus, car
allowance and a generous pension

Location: Cumbria

Our client is ambitious, forward-thinking, and
based in a picturesque part of Cumbria. They now
have an outstanding opportunity for a Commercial
Director to join their Senior Leadership Team.

With over 25 years’ experience the business has
become the largest provider of bespoke waste
collection and recycling services in Cumbria to
establish themselves as an industry leader.

The business has an ambitious strategy to grow
pro!tably and become an employer of choice. This
will be achieved organically and through a
targeted M&A strategy which will see expansion
throughout the UK.

To support this growth strategy there is a need to

 £80,000 - £100,000

per annum

 Carlisle, Cumbria

 Permanent, full-

time

Apply now

Register and
upload your CV to
apply with just one

click

 Shortlist

 Share job

View all
jobs 

Similar jobs

Recommended
courses

Business Development
Director
£120,000 - £150,000 per
annum, negotiable, OTE
London, South East
England

Sales Director / VP Account
Management
£80,000 - £140,000 per
annum, OTE
Rainhill, Merseyside

Sales Director
Competitive salary
East Midlands, England

Sales Director
£130,000 - £140,000 per
annum
Nottingham,
Nottinghamshire

Commercial Director UK,
Ireland, Scandinavia, and
Australasia
£100,000 per annum
West Midlands (Region),
England

Register CV Sign in Shortlisted jobs

https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/commercial-director-jobs#job42231002
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/financial-services-jobs?keywords=financial-services
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/director-jobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/commercial-director-jobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/rowan-sales/p43016
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/jobs-in-carlisle
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/commercial-director/42231002?source=searchResults#
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/rowan-sales/p43016
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/rowan-sales/p43016
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/business-development-director/42180490?source=details.similarjobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/sales-director-vp-account-management/42190089?source=details.similarjobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/sales-director/42271980?source=details.similarjobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/sales-director/42173622?source=details.similarjobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/jobs/commercial-director-uk-ireland-scandinavia-and-australasia/42414709?source=details.similarjobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/courses/commercial-awareness/285542
https://www.reed.co.uk/
https://www.reed.co.uk/account/SignIn?reg=true#register
https://www.reed.co.uk/account/SignIn?returnUrl=%2Fjobs%2Fcommercial-director%2F42231002%3Fsource%3DsearchResults%23%2Fjobs%2Fcommercial-director-jobs
https://www.reed.co.uk/account/jobs
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To support this growth strategy there is a need to
appoint a Commercial Director. The role will see
you take full accountability for driving the growth
and performance of the company. You will take
full responsibility for the development, origination,
and negotiation of new business opportunities,
with the aim to increase the geographical footprint
across the UK.

Critical impact areas for the incoming
Commercial Director will include:

Work with the CEO to be an agent of change by
continually scoping out business improvement
programs that support the growth agenda.
Design, lead and execute a commercial sales
strategy to drive organic and acquisitive growth
in current and new geographical locations
across the UK.
Establish and maintain a constant pipeline of
new business opportunities, sub-contractor
agreements and/or M&A possibilities that drive
a high net revenue growth and margins across
current and new locations enabling the
business to increase their geographical
footprint.
Manage, lead, and design all complex
commercial bids and tendering opportunities
through to the negotiation of the commercial
agreements ensuring that all future
opportunities and associated risks are fully
scoped, pipelined and won.
Partner with the Group CEO and CFO to review
the current property estate, planning
requirements and sub-contractor property
leases. Lead the renegotiation of the contracts
driving cost savings and / or new !nancial

Commercial
Awareness
Online, Self-paced
£149

Level 7 Diploma in
International
Commercial Law
Online, Self-paced
£950

BCS Certi!cate in
Commercial
Awareness
Online, Self-paced
Enquire to get more
info on pricing

View Business
administration

courses 

https://www.reed.co.uk/courses/commercial-awareness/285542
https://www.reed.co.uk/courses/level-7-diploma-in-international-commercial-law/193848
https://www.reed.co.uk/courses/bcs-certificate-in-commercial-awareness/191970
https://www.reed.co.uk/courses/business-administration
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driving cost savings and / or new !nancial
models to support pro!tability and growth
across the property estate.
Take full ownership for the current client
database and build strong compelling
relationships by taking a hands-on approach
and visible interest with the key and target
customers. In some of the larger and more
complex contracts, become the leadership
representative by adopting a top to top
hierarchal approach.
Manage !nancial revenue targets, performance
targets, forecasts, and pro!t margins in a
"commodity led" environment where prices
"uctuate.

The successful candidate will evidence:

An entrepreneurial mindset, constantly looking
for the next opportunity and reviewing future
trends in markets which will drive new revenue
streams.
Excellent analytical skills to review and
structure complex commercial service o#erings
which encompass the full end to end supply
chain.
The ability to write, visualise, communicate, and
execute a growth strategy which includes
complex service design including multi-site
operational delivery.
E#ective and adaptable communication skills in
environments at all levels including stakeholder
management.
The ability to lead, manage and execute change
programs which support the growth of the
business and/or change in culture.
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Our client is seeking applicants currently residing
in, or within a commutable distance to, the
Cumbria region. Applicants outside this area will
be o#ered a relocation package. The business is
committed to internal development and
promotion and o#ers an excellent remuneration
package which includes a bonus, car allowance
and generous pension.

This is an outstanding opportunity to work in a
phenomenal part of the world and join the Senior
Leadership Team of an ambitious, forward
thinking and highly complex business. Rowan are
working in partnership with our client on a
retained basis.

By proceeding with discussions with Rowan, you
are consenting to Rowan Recruitment Limited’s
collection of your personal information and
handling of that information. Rowan will not share
your personal data with any third party without
your prior consent. If at any time you want your
personal information to be deleted, you simply
need to notify us.

Apply now

Reference: 42231002

Bank or payment details should never be provided
when applying for a job. For information on how to

stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.

Report this job

 Get Job Alerts
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Financial Services >  Director >  Commercial Director > Job details

Commercial Director
Posted 5 March by Build Space Group Ltd

Easy Apply  Featured

My client is a leading infrastrucure consultancy
partnered with the UK's main infrastructure
authorities adding value to their projects across
various parts of a project lifecycle. There is an
opportunity for a Commercial Director to come on
board and utilise their exisiting platform but to
also showcase your network and contacts to
divesrsify their current o!erings and bolster
workload. The Commercial Director needs to be
well versed across all commercial responsbilities
with a key focus on meeting clients needs and
delivering a high quality service. 

Skills & Experienced required:

- Strong experience of working for / with
contractors
- Strong network / connections within major
contractors and clients

 £70,000 - £80,000

per annum

 London, South

East England
 Permanent, full-

time

Apply now

Register and
upload your CV to
apply with just one

click

 Shortlist

 Share job

About this
company 

Similar jobs

Recommended
courses

Business Development
Director
£120,000 - £150,000 per
annum, negotiable, OTE
London, South East
England

Commercial Director
Salary negotiable
Redhill, Surrey

Financial Controller / Entry
Level Finance Director
£70,000 - £80,000 per
annum
Middlesex, South East
England

Senior Manager - Valuation &
M&A
£80,000 - £95,000 per
annum
Central London, London

Director of Product
Management
£120,000 - £150,000 per
annum
London, South East
England

Register CV Sign in Shortlisted jobs
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- Strong experience of commercial management
services, estimating, cost management, contracts
- Proven team leader / people manager
- Sound "nancial management skills
- Proven ability to secure work / undertake
business development

Apply now

Reference: 42188695

Bank or payment details should never be provided
when applying for a job. For information on how to

stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.

Report this job

 Get Job Alerts
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Director jobs in London
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Build Space Group Ltd jobs

Commercial
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Online, Self-paced
£149
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Management
Online with live classes
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across sales, customer and NPD.

The Person

You will have a proven track record
in the UK food sector with the
ability to prove you can increase
profitable sales through both a
hands on and strategic approach.

Extensive private label food
experience with significant exposure
to UK grocery and foodservice
customers.

You will be an excellent relationship
builder with a solid understanding
of the requirements of the UK
Grocers.

In the first instance please forward
relevant CV’s by email including your
current remuneration package to:-

Barnaby Stewart Senior Executive Search
Limited.

Email: info@barnabystewart.com

↱ Share

Apply for Commercial
Director CD/518/03

Already uploaded your CV?  to
apply instantly

Sign in

Similar jobs

https://jobs.telegraph.co.uk/logon/?PipelinedPage=%7e%2fjob%2f11682908%2fcommercial-director-cd-518-03%2f
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Search...

 Search results

Financial Services >  Director >  Commercial Director > Job details

Commercial Director
Posted 28 March by Dartmouth Partners Ltd Easy Apply

Dartmouth are working exclusively with a high
growth media business based in central London to
help enhance their group !nance team. The
company are a world leader in design and
branding and have a truly global presence. Since
taking private equity backing a few years ago they
are now aggressively expanding into new business
lines.

The Commercial Director is an integral role within
the Finance team dedicated to providing support
to the Business Development function as well as
the EMEA Management team. This role will actively
support the business development and client
services teams by providing commercial and
!nancial lead in new business opportunities and
other growth opportunities. The Commercial
Director will support the business development
and client services team by providing commercial
and !nancial insights and ensure the business
leads have a thorough understanding of the

 £85,000 - £95,000

per annum

 London, South

East England
 Permanent, full-

time

Apply now

Register and
upload your CV to
apply with just one

click

 Shortlist

 Share job

View all
jobs 

Similar jobs

Recommended
courses

Head of Commercial Finance
£85,000 - £100,000 per
annum
London, South East
England

Finance Director
£90,000 - £100,000 per
annum
Covent Garden, London

Commercial Finance Director
£100,000 - £120,000 per
annum
Surrey, South East
England

Finance Director
£80,000 - £100,000 per
annum
London, South East
England

Commercial Head of Finance
Fast-Growth Start-Up
London
£80,000 - £95,000 per
annum
London, South East
England

Register CV Sign in Shortlisted jobs
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leads have a thorough understanding of the
commercial and !nancial constructs of the deal
they are working on.

Key Duties:

This role incorporates commercial, !nancial and
!nance logistics along with legal acumen
including:

Partnering with the business development
team in a commercial and !nancial capacity
working across opportunities from both new
and existing clients.
Building commercial models based on existing
rate-cards and commercial principles in force
and applying commercial acumen to drive
optimal outcomes.
Handle urgent requests for a quote by the
commercial team, prioritise well and know
when to ask for commercial support
Analysis of margin across di"erent service lines
Lead the end to end management of a bid from
a !nancial and commercial perspective and
then handing over to the BAU Finance team as
part of the implementation process.

Person Speci!cation:

Extensive pricing/commercial experience and is
proactive in coming up with solutions and able
to challenge the business development team
appropriately.
Previous experience preparing cost recovery
rates in a below-the-line media company
(complex multi rate calculations),
Exposure of preparing pricing rate cards using
costing rates plus margin and detailed analysis

Commercial
Awareness
Online, Self-paced
£149

BCS Commercial
Awareness | part of
the BCS Diploma in
Business Analysis
Classroom
£954

BCS Certi!cate in
Commercial
Awareness
Online, Self-paced
Enquire to get more
info on pricing

View Business
administration

courses 
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costing rates plus margin and detailed analysis
Experience of working across di"erent products
& geographies
Team player able to work across !nance and
commercial teams to get to an iterative best
solution for all
A self-starter able to hit the ground running
Relevant accountancy body quali!cation

Required skills

Analysis  Commercial Finance  Finance

Management

Apply now

Reference: 42352756

Bank or payment details should never be provided
when applying for a job. For information on how to

stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.
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Commercial Director
Posted Yesterday by Hays Specialist Recruitment Limited

Easy Apply  New

Commercial director required for busy Norfolk-
based sub-contractor 

A rare opportunity has arisen for a proven
Commercial Director to join a busy Norfolk-based
subcontractor.

You will be leading an established team to oversee
developments, and be keen to grown the business
in new market opportunities.

In return, you will be o!ered a very competitive
salary, that will re"ect your many proven years in
the Construction industry.

What you need to do now
If you're interested in this role, click 'apply now' to
forward an up-to-date copy of your CV, or call us

 £80,000 - £120,000

per annum

 Norfolk, East

Anglia
 Permanent, full-

time

 Be one of the !rst

ten applicants

Apply now

Register and
upload your CV to
apply with just one

click

 Shortlist

 Share job

View all
jobs 

Similar jobs

Recommended
courses

Assistant Director
£66,300 per annum
Long Stratton, Norfolk

Head of Finance
£75,000 - £85,000 per
annum
King's Lynn, Norfolk

Financial Controller route to
FD
Salary negotiable
Norfolk, Norfolk

Head of Financial Planning &
Analysis Iconic Brand
£100,000 - £120,000 per
annum
Norfolk, Norfolk

Finance Director
Competitive salary
Norwich, Norfolk

Commercial
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forward an up-to-date copy of your CV, or call us
now.
If this job isn't quite right for you but you are
looking for a new position, please contact us for a
con#dential discussion on your career.

Hays EA is a trading division of Hays Specialist
Recruitment Limited and acts as an employment
agency for permanent recruitment and
employment business for the supply of temporary
workers. By applying for this job you accept the
T&C's, Privacy Policy and Disclaimers which can be
found at hays.co.uk

Apply now

Reference: 42452520

Bank or payment details should never be provided
when applying for a job. For information on how to

stay safe in your job search, visit SAFERjobs.
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